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Abstract The capability of processing robust Engi-

neered Cementitious Composites (ECC) materials

with consistent mechanical properties is crucial for

gaining acceptance of this new construction material

in various structural applications. ECC’s tensile strain-

hardening behavior and magnitude of tensile strain

capacity are closely associated with fiber dispersion

uniformity, which determines the fiber bridging

strength, complementary energy, critical flaw size

and degree of multiple-crack saturation. This study

investigates the correlation between the rheological

parameters of ECC mortar before adding PVA fibers,

dispersion of PVA fibers, and ECC composite tensile

properties. The correlation between Marsh cone flow

rate and plastic viscosity was established for ECC

mortar, justifying the use of the Marsh cone as a

simple rheology measurement and control method

before fibers are added. An optimal range of Marsh

cone flow rate was found that led to improved fiber

dispersion uniformity and more consistent tensile

strain capacity in the composite. When coupled with

the micromechanics based ingredient-tailoring meth-

odology, this rheological control approach serves as an

effective ECC fresh property design guide for achiev-

ing robust ECC composite hardening properties.

Keywords Engineered Cementitious Composites �
Rheology � Fiber dispersion � Tensile strain capacity �
Marsh cone flow rate � Plastic viscosity

1 Introduction

In the past decade, great strides have been made in the

development and testing of Engineered Cementitious

Composites (ECC), a class of high-performance fiber-

reinforced cementitious composites (HPFRCC) fea-

turing high intrinsic tensile ductility and moderate

fiber content [1]. ECC exhibits tensile strain-harden-

ing behavior through multiple micro-cracking with

self-controlled crack width, leading to fracture tough-

ness similar to aluminum alloys [2]. Tensile strain

capacity in the 3–5 % range, about 300–500 times that

of concrete and fiber reinforced concrete (FRC), has

been demonstrated in ECC materials using polyvinyl

alcohol (PVA) fibers with fiber volume fraction at 2 %

[3]. It has been demonstrated experimentally that

R/ECC structural members, such as beams [4],

columns [5], walls [6], and connections [7] surpass
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normal R/C structural members in structural load

carrying capacity, deformability, and energy absorp-

tion capacity under monotonic and reverse cyclic

loading. Additionally, ECC’s high tensile ductility,

deformation compatibility with existing concrete, and

self-controlled micro-crack width lead to its superior

durability under various mechanical and environmen-

tal loading conditions such as fatigue, freezing and

thawing, chloride exposure, and drying shrinkage

[8–12]. ECC is emerging in full-scale structural

applications in Europe, Japan, and the US [13–16].

The capability to process ECC materials with

consistent mechanical properties is crucial for gaining

acceptance of this new construction material in

various structural applications. Variation in ECC

tensile behavior, however, has been observed in

laboratory small-scale and onsite large-scale produc-

tion depending on the type of mixers, mixing proce-

dure, local ingredients characteristics, and mixing

personnel’s experience. This undesirable feature is

reflected in the variability of the measured material

tensile strain capacity, ultimate tensile strength, and

width and density of micro-cracks. Figure 1 shows an

example of an extremely large variability in the tensile

stress–strain curves of one ECC mix produced using a

gravity mixer with capacity of 0.6 m3. Although the

mixing proportion was identical, the specimens from

different batches of mixing showed tensile strain

capacity ranging from 0.6 to 3.4 %. Some specimens

formed closely spaced ‘‘saturated’’ micro-cracks dur-

ing the strain-hardening stage, and therefore had larger

tensile strain capacity at peak load. Other specimens

reached the tension-softening stage soon after a

limited number of micro-cracks formed, leading to a

lower tensile strain capacity. Albeit chosen to empha-

size the potential large property variation, this exam-

ple illustrates the need for an effective quality control

methodology in ECC processing for consistent and

optimized hardened properties.

The hypothesis is that the variation in ECC tensile

ductility is mainly due to the influence of rheology

during processing on the composite microstructure

that governs ECC composite behavior. Notably, most

ECCs utilize short, randomly distributed PVA fibers

with a 2 % volume fraction and properties specified in

Table 1. During ECC mixing, fibers are added after

the other ingredients, i.e. cementitious and pozzolanic

ingredients, sand, water, and admixtures, are mixed

and have achieved a consistent mortar state. The

processing details such as mixer type, mixing speed,

time and sequence, and mixing personnel’s experience

level can influence the rheological properties of the

ECC mortar (ECC before adding fibers), which may

strongly affect fiber dispersion uniformity, size distri-

bution of entrapped air pores in the cementitious

matrix, and bonding properties at the fiber/matrix

interface in the hardened state. Additionally, although

2 % PVA fibers are commonly used for ECC mixtures,

ECC matrix ingredients from different sources or

chosen for specific functions (e.g. high early strength

[17]) may lead to alterations in ECC rheological

properties and composite microstructure due to plau-

sible changes in particle grain size and water

absorption.

Published literature on the correlation between

cementitious composite rheological properties and

fiber volume or dispersion, has typically focused on

rigid steel fibers. It has been shown that increasing
Fig. 1 An extreme case of variation in tensile stress versus

strain curves of ECC with same mix proportion

Table 1 Properties of REC 15 PVA fiber

Fiber

type

Nominal strength

(MPa)

Apparent strength

(MPa)

Fiber diameter

(lm)

Fiber length

(mm)

Young’s modulus

(GPa)

Elongation

(%)

REC15 1,620 1,092 39 12 42.8 6.0
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fiber volume fraction and aspect ratio decreases the

workability of cementitious composite material

[18–22]. Swamy and Mangat [23] observed that there

was a critical volume content of fibers above which the

concrete was not able to flow, even for initially very

flowable cementitious matrices. The critical fiber

volume content tends to decrease when the fiber

aspect ratio increases [24, 25]. Bui et al. [26] and

Kuder et al. [27] studied the influence of short steel

fibers on the rheology of cementitious composites, and

found that the yield stress and viscosity decreased until

a critical volume faction of steel fibers was reached.

The hypothesis was that at low steel fiber volumes

(up to 1 %), the presence of stiff steel fibers during

mixing help mechanically break down the mixture,

leading to a decreased viscosity. At higher fiber

volume fractions (2–4 %), the steel fiber interlocking

dominates the flow behavior and leads to an increased

viscosity. Ozyurt et al. [28] further found that fresh

rheological properties affect segregation of steel fibers

and mechanical properties of steel FRC. Standard

deviation of the steel fiber contents (from the mean

value) throughout the specimen decreases as viscosity

increases. Boulekbache et al. [29] investigated the

effect of matrix yield stress on the steel fiber

distribution and orientation, using a translucent fluid

matrix. The study showed that the rheology of

concrete matrix influences the orientation and distri-

bution of fibers, which subsequently influence the

flexural behavior of the hardened materials. By

applying a ‘‘rheology of paste model’’ that includes

steel fibers in particle size distribution tailoring, Ferrar

et al. [30] developed an effective model and tool for

designing self-consolidating steel FRC with optimized

rheological properties. Chung [31] assessed the degree

of dispersion of carbon and steel fibers in cement

mortar by measuring the volume electrical resistivity,

and found that the degree of dispersion improved by

use of silica fume, acrylic particle dispersion, meth-

ylcellulose solution, silane, and fiber surface treat-

ment. Yang et al. [32] investigated the effects of fly ash

type, water-binder ratio, and chemical admixtures on

the fresh and hardened properties of ECC by means of

design of experiments, but without directly assessing

the effect on fiber dispersion and its role in composite

behavior.

The above referenced literature suggests plausible

correlations between mortar viscosity, fiber disper-

sion, and composite properties. It also suggests that the

control of viscosity of the fresh mortar by adjusting the

chemical or mineral admixtures and control of water/

binder ratio, may be an effective means to attain

improved and robust hardened composite properties.

For PVA fiber reinforced cementitious composites,

including ECCs, the correlation between mortar

viscosity, PVA fiber dispersion, and composite hard-

ened properties have not been previously established.

The objective of this paper is to establish these

correlations explicitly for the first time, via a system-

atic experimental framework. Based on these correla-

tions, an optimal range of ECC mortar viscosity is

identified for the first time for achieving uniform PVA

fiber dispersion. It is experimentally confirmed that

robust composite properties can be attained through

more uniform fiber dispersion, when the ECC mortar

rheology is controlled to within this optimal range.

2 Research significance

Successful precasting of ECC structural elements and

on-site construction projects using cast-in-place ECC

rely on the capacity to produce the material with

consistent quality. This consistency enhances struc-

tural reliability and reduces material waste by fully

utilizing the material capacity in the structural design

process. For the first time, this study systematically

establishes the correlations between ECC matrix

rheological properties, fiber dispersion, and composite

tensile properties. It provides an effective approach to

achieve robust ECC composite properties through

control of the ECC mortar viscosity to within a target

range. With this methodology, structural performance

using ECC material can be realized with confidence.

3 Influence of ECC rheology on microstructure

and composite properties

Tensile strain-hardening behavior of ECC is realized

by tailoring the synergistic interaction between the

fiber, matrix, and fiber/matrix interface based on

micromechanics theory. As a fiber reinforced brittle

mortar matrix composite, ECC’s pseudo strain-hard-

ening behavior is achieved through the formation of

matrix multiple cracking [33–35] To ensure steady-

state flat crack propagation, the crack tip toughness Jtip

must be less than the complementary energy Jb

0
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calculated from the fiber bridging stress r versus crack

opening d curve [36, 37] as illustrated in Fig. 2a.

Jtip� r0d0 �
Zd0

0

r dð Þdd � J
0

b ð1Þ

Jtip ¼
K2

m

Em

ð2Þ

where r0 is the maximum bridging stress correspond-

ing to the flat crack opening d0, Km is the matrix

fracture toughness, and Em is the matrix Young’s

modulus. The r(d) curve can be expressed as a

function of micromechanics parameters, including

fiber volume content Vf, fiber diameter df, fiber length

Lf, fiber Young’s modulus Ef, matrix Young’s mod-

ulus Em, interface chemical bond Gd, interface

frictional bond s0, and slip-hardening coefficient b.

Apart from the energy criterion (Eq. 1), another

condition for pseudo strain-hardening is that the

matrix tensile cracking strength rc must not exceed

the maximum fiber bridging strength r0.

rc\r0 ð3Þ

where rc is determined by the matrix fracture tough-

ness Km and pre-existing internal flaw size a0. While

the energy criterion governs the crack propagation

mode, the strength-based criterion (Eq. 3) controls the

initiation of crack propagation from material defect

sites. Satisfying both Eqs. (1) and (3) is necessary to

achieve ECC strain-hardening behavior; otherwise,

the composite behaves as normal FRC with tension-

softening behavior.

This study hypothesizes that the fresh rheology of

ECC matrix directly governs fiber dispersion, which

influences both the feasibility and density of multiple-

cracking. The r(d) curve, and in particular r0, strongly

depend on the fiber distribution characteristics. For a

specimen subjected to uniaxial tension, poor fiber

distribution will lead to a reduced effective Vf at the

‘‘weakest’’ cross section within the specimen. The

lower Vf will lead to a lower r0 so that premature

exhaustion of the fiber bridging capacity results. As

illustrated in Fig. 2a, non-uniform fiber dispersion will

shift the r(d) curve downwards, thus reducing the

complementary energy Jb

0
to less than Jtip. In this case,

the steady-state criteria are violated and tension

softening behavior results; ECC loses its ductile

behavior and becomes a regular FRC material.

Even if the steady-state cracking criteria are

satisfied and multiple-cracking is ensured, the high

tensile strain capacity of ECC also depends on whether

or not saturated formation of multiple micro-cracks

takes place. The number of micro-cracks that can

develop before reaching r0 is determined by: (i) the

maximum fiber bridging stress r0, and (ii) the pre-

existing flaw size distribution and matrix fracture

toughness. As illustrated in Fig. 2b, the maximum

fiber bridging stress r0 at the ‘‘weakest’’ section with

less fibers for crack bridging imposes a lower bound

on critical flaw size cmc so that only those flaws larger

than cmc can be activated during the multiple cracking

process. Non-uniform fiber dispersion leads to a

reduction of the value of r0 at the ‘‘weakest’’ section,

which increases the critical flaw size cmc. Therefore,

less pre-existing flaws with sizes larger than cmc can be

triggered and contribute to multiple cracking, resulting

in relatively lower tensile strain capacity.

Reduced σ0 increases cmc

(a)

(b)

Poor fiber dispersion
lowers σ(δ) curve 

Fig. 2 Poor fiber dispersion leads to a lowered r(d) curve, r0

and Jb

0
and b increased critical flaw size cmc
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Processing of ECC should achieve the ideal rheol-

ogy in order to optimize fiber dispersion to a uniform

random distribution state, thus minimizing the prob-

ability of creating ‘‘weak’’ sections with lower fiber

content. By this means, the largest possible tensile

strain capacity can be achieved through maximizing

multiple-cracking behavior. In addition, when fibers

are not uniformly dispersed, tensile properties deter-

mined using specimens made from the same batch

would show variations. Figure 3 summarizes the

interdependency of material processing and micro-

structure tailoring, and their convergence to produce

ECC materials with desired combinations of proper-

ties and robustness.

4 Experimental investigation

The experimental program consists of three sets of

investigations. First, the fresh viscosity and flowability

of seven ECC mortar mixes (with the same mix design

except for the different viscosity agent content) were

measured using the Marsh cone flow test, mini-slump

test and a rotational viscometer. Second, complete

tensile stress–strain curves, including the tensile strain

capacity, first cracking strength and ultimate tensile

strength were measured using uniaxial tensile speci-

mens made from the same seven ECC composite

mixes (i.e. with fibers). Third, fiber dispersion at the

final failure (‘‘weakest’’) cross section of each tensile

specimen was quantified using fluorescence imaging

technique. Based on these data sets, the relationships

between ECC mortar fresh properties, composite

tensile strain capacity, and fiber dispersion were

established. The optimal range of fresh properties,

defined as the viscosity of the ECC mortar that leads to

most uniform fiber dispersion and tensile strain

capacity in the composite, was then identified. Finally,

a special version of ECC (a white colored pigmentable

ECC) was processed and tested in uniaxial tension to

verify the effectiveness of this approach. A flow chart

of the experimental program is shown in Fig. 4.

4.1 Materials

Seven mixtures with the same mix proportion

(Table 2) but with different viscosity agent content

were produced. The mixtures were designed according

to ECC micromechanics-based design theory to

achieve tensile strain-hardening composite behavior.

The binder system contained water, a polycarboxyl-

ate-based high range water reducer, Ordinary Portland

Cement (OPC) Type I cement with Blaine surface area

of 3,300 cm2/g, ASTM standard Type F fly ash with

mean grain size of 10–20 lm, and F-110 fine silica

sand as fine aggregates with 250 lm maximum grain

size and 110 lm mean grain size. The cementitious

ingredients, silica sand, water and admixture together

formed the ECC matrix with tailored crack tip

toughness Jtip and tensile cracking strength rc that

satisfied Eqs. (1) and (3). The seven mixtures achieved

increasing plastic viscosity by adding VMA (trade

name V-MAR�) with increase dosages of 0, 0.01,

0.015, 0.02, 0.025, 0.03 and 0.04 % of cement weight.

PVA fibers were incorporated into the composite

system at a volume fraction of 2 %. The PVA fibers

were 12 mm long and 39 lm in diameter, with

nominal tensile strength of 1,600 MPa and density of

1,300 kg/m3 (Table 1). The fiber surface was coated

with oil (1.2 % by weight) to control the fiber/matrix

interfacial bond so that the complementary energy Jb

0

and the maximum fiber bridging stress r0 satisfy

Eqs. (1) and (3) at the small fiber volume percentage

of 2 %.

4.2 Mixing, testing of fresh properties, and casting

All mixtures were prepared using a 12 L capacity

Hobart mixer, and followed the same mixing

sequence, speed, and time under controlled room

Processing & 
Rheology 

Engineering
Marterial

Material 
Properties 

Material 
Microstructure

Fig. 3 ECC material engineering framework. In this study, the

effect of rheology control of ECC mortar on composite material

microstructure (e.g. fiber dispersion) and properties is

emphasized
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temperature 20 ± 1 �C and relative humidity condi-

tions 50 ± 5 % RH. Solid ingredients, including

cement, fly ash, and silica sand, were first mixed at

100 rpm for 1 min. Water and chemical admixtures,

including super plasticizer and VMA, were then added

into the dry mixture and mixed at 150 rpm for 3 min to

produce a consistent and uniform ECC mortar (w/o

PVA fiber).

Mortar is generally assumed to be a non-Newtonian

fluid, and the Bingham model is often used to describe

its rheology [38]. Other models include the Atzeni,

Casson, Ellis, Erying, Herschel-Bulkley, Robertson-

Stiff, Sisko, Vom Berg, and Williamson [39]. Accord-

ing to the most commonly used Bingham model, fresh

mortar must overcome a yield stress before it can flow.

Once it starts to flow, shear stress increases linearly

with an increase in strain rate, the slope of which

defines the plastic viscosity. Therefore, plastic

viscosity measures how easily the material can flow

once the yield stress is overcome.

In this study, plastic viscosity was measured using a

rotational viscometer as a direct method, and Marsh

cone flow time as an indirect method of characterizing

the fresh ECC mortar. Comparatively, the advantages

of the indirect method are its simplicity and the

portability of the device to mixing sites. The objective

was to investigate whether the Marsh cone flow time

correlates well with the plastic viscosity of ECC

mortar measured by the rotational viscometer, such

that the Marsh cone flow rate test can be adopted as a

practical and reliable method for quality control

during ECC processing on-site.

The fresh properties test equipment used in this

study is shown in Fig. 5. A Viskomat-NT rotational

viscometer [40] (Fig. 5a) was used to measure the

plastic viscosity and yield stress of the ECC mortars at

Mix fresh materials 
 - Seven mixtures with increased VMA content 
 - Same mix proportion, mixing equipment, speed, sequence and time 

Measure mortar (w/o fiber) Fresh Properties 
- Plastic Viscosity (Pa.s)  
 - Marsh Cone Flow Rate (s) 
 - Mini Slump Diameter (cm) 

Measure composite (w/ fiber) Fresh Properties  

- Mini Slump Diameter (cm) 

Cast five tensile plate specimens for each of the seven mixtures 

Measure specimen tensile stress-strain curve at age of 28 days 

Demold specimens after 24 hours, moisture-cure for 7 days, air-
cure for 21 days 

Cut small specimens from the final failure section, measure fiber 
dispersion coefficient using fluorescence imaging technique 

Fig. 4 Experimental program

Table 2 Mix proportion of ECCs

Mixa Cement Silica sand Fly ash Water Fiber, (Vf) SP VMA (%)

ECC_x 1.0

Type I, ordinary

0.8 1.2 0.66 2.0 % 0.013 % x

WHITE ECC_y 1.0

Type I, white

0.5 – 0.31 2.0 % 0.3 % y

a Content of PVA fibers is expressed as volume fraction of the mix, while all the other ingredients are expressed as weight proportion

of cement content. Seven mixes were investigated for ECC_x, with x = 0, 0.01, 0.015, 0.02, 0.025, 0.03 and 0.04 %. Three mixes

were investigated for WHITE ECC_y, with y = 0, 0.05, 0.1 %
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a controlled temperature of 20 ± 1 �C. The material

was stirred at a rotation rate N, generating shear

resistance of torque T. A series of data points of T and

N were recorded by a computer. Through linear

regression, the relative yield stress g (N-mm) and

relative plastic viscosity h (N-mm/rpm) can be deter-

mined [41, 42]:

T ¼ gþ Nh ð4Þ
Relative plastic viscosity (N-mm/rpm) can be

converted to plastic viscosity (Pa.s) using a calibration

liquid [43].

A Marsh cone (Fig. 5b), also called a ‘‘Marsh

funnel’’, is a simple device for measuring viscosity

according to the time it takes a known volume of liquid

to flow from the bottom of the cone though a short tube

[44, 45]. In this test, a funnel was filled completely

with ECC mortar and the bottom outlet was opened,

allowing the mortar to start flowing. The Marsh cone

flow time was determined as the elapsed time (t) in

seconds between opening the bottom outlet and when

light first became visible at the bottom.

The mini-slump test measures the consistency of

mortar, and its results are correlated with the yield

stress. As shown in Fig. 5c the mini-slump cone has a

top diameter of 70 mm (2.76 in.), a bottom diameter of

100 mm (3.94 in.), and a height of 60 mm (2.36 in.).

The cone was placed in the center of a square piece of

glass and filled with ECC mortar. The cone was then

lifted up to allow the mortar to flow. Once the flowing

stopped, the spread of the mortar was recorded as

the average of the diameters measured along two

diagonals.

After the rheological measurements of ECC mortar,

another batch of the same mix was made following the

same procedure, with the exception that fibers were

added to the ECC mortar and mixed at 150 rpm for an

additional three minutes. The mixtures were then cast

into tensile plate molds, in a direction that is perpen-

dicular to the length (228.6 mm) and width (76.2 mm)

of each specimen. No external vibration was applied.

The mixtures flowed under gravity to fill in the molds,

and were therefore considered self-compacting. The

tensile plate molds were then covered with plastic

sheets, and demolded after 24 h. Finally, the speci-

mens were moisture-cured in plastic bags at 95 ± 5 %

RH and 20 ± 1 �C for 7 days, and air cured at

50 ± 5 % RH and 20 ± 1 �C for 21 days until the age

of 28 days when uniaxial tension testing commenced.

Five specimens were prepared for each mixture.

4.3 Testing of hardened tensile properties

Five specimens from each mixture at 28 days age were

subjected to uniaxial tensile testing, considered the

most convincing method to evaluate material strain-

hardening behavior [46]. Figure 6 illustrates the

test setup and plate specimen dimensions (228.6 9

76.2 9 12.7 mm). Before testing, four aluminum

plates were glued to the surfaces of the specimen at

both ends to facilitate gripping. Tests were conducted

using a 25 kN capacity MTS machine under a

displacement control rate of 0.0025 mm/s to simulate

a quasi-static loading condition. Two external LVDT

displacement transducers were attached to the speci-

men surface with a gage length of 101.6 mm to

100 mm
(4 in.)

60 mm
(2.4 in.)

70 mm
(2.8 in.)

d1

d2

(a) (b) (c)Fig. 5 Rheology properties

tests: a Viskomat NT

rotational viscometer

b Marsh cone flow rate test

c Mini-slump test
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measure the displacement. The tensile stress–strain

curve of each specimen was recorded.

4.4 Measurement of fiber dispersion coefficient

After the uniaxial tensile test, a 5 mm-thick sample

was cut from each tensile specimen at the final failure

section, as shown in Fig. 6. This failure section is

considered to be the ‘‘weakest section’’, where r0 is

the lowest for the specimen. A fluorescence imaging

technique was used to quantify the fiber distribution in

this section. Compared to the optical microscopic

method and the X-ray method, fluorescence technol-

ogy has a very high level of sensitivity to detect bright

organic fibers that fluoresce under UV lighting from

the dark surrounding cementitious matrix with a low

background signal [47–49].

Figure 7 illustrates the fluorescence imaging tech-

nique as well as the testing devices and setup. Without

polishing, each of the 35 samples from seven mixtures

was examined under a fluorescence microscope

(TE300 Nikon). The light source of the fluorescence

microscope was a mercury lamp, which generated

light with a broad range of wavelengths. The sample

was illuminated with light at a specific wavelength,

which was absorbed by the fluorophores, causing them

to emit longer wavelengths of light as the result of

well-established physical phenomena described as

fluorescence or phosphorescence. The emission of

light through the fluorescence process is nearly

simultaneous with the absorption of the excitation

light due to less than a microsecond delay between

photon absorption and emission [50]. The illumination

light was separated from the much weaker emitted

fluorescence by a UV filter. Through this process,

fibers under the fluorescence microscope appeared

brightly colored while the surrounding cementitious

matrix appeared dark grey. The fluorescence image

was then captured by a CCD camera (Hamamatsu

1394 ORCA-ER).

The whole cross sectional 76.2 3 12.7 mm image

of each sample, with 23005 9 4186 pixels, was

constructed by connecting 105 (21 3 5) images with

image processing software.

5 Experimental results and discussion

The measured material fresh and hardened properties

are summarized in Table 3. The Marsh cone flow time

of the seven ECC mortar mixtures is shown in Fig. 8a.

Through adding an increased dosage of VMA, ECC

mortar mixtures with the same material composition

but a broad range of plastic viscosity were achieved.

From ECC_0 (0 % VMA content) to ECC_0.04 %

(0.04 % VMA content), the Marsh cone flow time

12.7 mm (0.5 in)

101.6 m
m

 (4 in
)

228.6 m
m

 (9 in
)

76.2 mm (3 in)

5 mm
(0.2 in.)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6 Uniaxial tensile test: a test setup and specimen dimensions, b specimen preparation for measuring fiber dispersion at the final

failure (weakest) section
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increased from 9 to 40 s due to increased plastic

viscosity. The same trend was observed for the plastic

viscosity measured using the rotational viscometer. A

strong linear correlation (R = 0.95) was found in this

study between the Marsh cone flow time and plastic

viscosity, showing that the Marsh cone flow test

Image 
Output

CCD 
Camera

Beam 
Splitter 

x2
UV 
Filter

Mercury
Lamp 

Sample Fig. 7 Fluorescence

imaging technique and

test setup

Table 3 Material fresh and

hardened properties
VMA_0

Marsh cone flow time (s) 9

Fiber dispersion coefficient 0.5 0.42 0.38 0.39 0.29

Tensile strain capacity (%) 0.44 0.06 0.13 0.09 0.03

VMA_0.01

Marsh cone flow time (s) 12

Fiber dispersion coefficient 0.49 0.52 0.57 0.53 0.54

Tensile strain capacity (%) 0.34 0.32 1.19 0.69 0.52

VMA_0.015

Marsh cone flow time (s) 17

Fiber dispersion coefficient 0.66 0.55 0.6 0.58 0.65

Tensile strain capacity (%) 1.97 0.76 0.85 0.75 1.38

VMA_0.02

Marsh cone flow time (s) 24

Fiber dispersion coefficient 0.84 0.77 0.74 0.73 0.83

Tensile strain capacity (%) 3.5 3.1 2.87 3.2 3.0

VMA_0.025

Marsh cone flow time (s) 30

Fiber dispersion coefficient 0.89 0.81 0.75 0.83 0.72

Tensile strain capacity (%) 3.35 3.27 2.94 3.01 2.68

VMA_0.03

Marsh cone flow time (s) 33

Fiber dispersion coefficient 0.84 0.75 0.7 0.8 0.67

Tensile strain capacity (%) 3.25 3.18 2.82 3.12 2.71

VMA_0.04

Marsh cone flow time (s) 39

Fiber dispersion coefficient 0.88 0.79 0.82 0.80 0.77

Tensile strain capacity (%) 3.33 3.27 3.30 2.83 3.23
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should be a reliable indirect method for onsite or

laboratory viscosity measurement.

The mini-slump flow diameters of these seven

mixes before and after adding fibers were measured

(Fig. 8b). For the same mix, adding 2 % fibers

reduced the mini-slump flow diameter. Except for

ECC_0.01 % that shows a drop in flow diameter from

ECC_0, further increase in VMA content appeared to

have a very slight or no effect on the mini-slump

diameter, while the mix became more homogenous

(less segregation and better fiber distribution). These

test results indicate that for the specific range of

mixtures in this study, including VMA can modify the

plastic viscosity of ECC mortar without sacrificing the

deformability of fresh ECC composite, as indicated by

the non-changing mini-slump flow diameter.

Figure 9 shows the tensile stress–strain curves of the

seven ECC mixtures from the uniaxial tensile test. For

ECC_0, only one specimen shows slight strain-harden-

ing behavior with 0.44 % tensile strain capacity, while

the other specimens show tension-softening behavior.

Large variation exists not only in material tensile strain

capacity, but also in the ultimate tensile strength. For

ECC_0.01 %, although all of the specimens show

tensile strain-hardening behavior, their tensile strain

capacity is relatively low (0.32–1.19 %). Large varia-

tion in tensile strain capacity and ultimate tensile

strength was also found in ECC_0.015 %. While some

specimens had improved tensile strain capacity up to

1.97 %, others had tensile strain capacity lower than

1 %. ECC_0.02 % exhibited more consistent tensile

behavior as well as greatly improved tensile strain

capacity, with an average value of 3.1 %. Specimens

from ECC_0.025 %, ECC_0.03 %, and ECC_0.04 %

also all have tensile strain capacity around 3 %, and

greatly improved consistency in tensile test data.

Figure 10a plots the mean value and standard error

(as described by the error bar) of tensile strain capacity

versus VMA/cement ratio. The data trend contains two

parts: (i) From VMA/cement ratio of 0–0.02 %, tensile

strain capacity increases while the relative standard

error (the standard error divided by the mean) decreases.

Note that the tensile strain capacity standard error of

ECC_0 is lower than ECC 0.01 % because of its lower

mean value (standard error is an absolute value); (ii)

From VMA/cement ratio of 0.02–0.04 %, there is no

significant increase in tensile strain capacity. The

standard and relative standard errors are both substan-

tially smaller than those for mixes with smaller VMA

dosage.

Figure 10b shows the mean value and standard error

(as described by the error bar) of tensile strength versus

VMA/cement ratio. Again the trend contains two parts:

(i) From VMA/cement ratio of 0–0.02 %, tensile

strength increases while the standard error decreases;

(ii) From a VMA/cement ratio of 0.025–0.04 %, tensile

strength decreases while the standard error remains low.

Microscopy of the failure section revealed that bigger air

pores were entrapped during processing in ECC_0.04 %

compared with other mixes due to a larger plastic

viscosity. This effect, combined with less area of net

cross section available for fiber bridging, resulted in the

lowered first-cracking strength and ultimate tensile

strength of ECC_0.04 %. Future research is needed for

detailed study of the effect of plastic viscosity on ECC

pore structure and tensile behavior.

Figure 10a, b together suggest an optimal VMA/

Cement Ratio of 0.02 % for maximizing the compos-

ite tensile strain capacity without reducing the tensile

strength, for the specific mix design in this study.

Figure 11 shows the assembled fluorescence image of

the whole cross section of a sample specimen. Additional

images can be found in Li [51]. Image processing

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8 Rheological properties of the seven ECC mixes:

a Marsh cone flow time (before adding fibers) versus plastic

viscosity, b mini-slump flow diameter (before and after adding

fibers) of the seven ECC mixes
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software was used to increase the contrast of the image to

better reveal the fibers. The whole image was then

divided into 5 9 21 unit areas, and the number of fibers

per unit were counted. The fiber dispersion uniformity of

the whole cross section was quantified by a fiber

dispersion coefficient, which expresses the deviation of

the number of fibers in a unit area from the average

number of fibers. The fiber dispersion coefficient a is

calculated using Eqs. (5) and (6) [39]:

W xð Þ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
xi � �xð Þ2

n

s
=�x ð5Þ

a ¼ exp �W xð Þ½ � ð6Þ

where w(x) is the coefficient of variation, xi is the

number of fibers in the unit area i, �x is the average

number of fibers in each unit area, and n is the number

of unit area. a equals to 1 for uniform fiber dispersion,

ECC_0 ECC_0.01%

ECC_0.015% ECC_0.02%

ECC_0.025% ECC_0.03%

ECC_0.04%

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

(g)

(f)

Fig. 9 Tensile stress versus

strain curves of ECC with

different VMA content as

weight proportion of cement

content: a no VMA

b 0.01 % VMA c 0.015 %

d 0.02 % e 0.025 %

f 0.03 % g 0.04 %
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and approaches 0 when the coefficient of variation of

fiber dispersion becomes larger. The fluorescence

imaging technique effectively quantifies the disper-

sion uniformity of short discontinuous PVA fibers

within a cementitious matrix. Fiber dispersion coef-

ficient for the seven mixes with different amount of

VMA was found to range from 0.29 to 0.89.

Figure 12 summarizes the relationships between

the Marsh cone flow rate of fresh ECC mortar before

adding fibers, fiber dispersion, and hardened tensile

strain capacity of ECC after adding fibers. A strong

positive correlation is found between the fiber disper-

sion coefficient and composite tensile strain capacity

(Fig. 12a). This observation validates the concept

discussed earlier that when the fibers are more-

uniformly distributed in an ECC specimen, the fiber

bridging capacity r0 at the ‘‘weakest’’ section is larger,

leading to a smaller critical flaw size ccm. Therefore,

more pre-existing flaws with size larger than ccm can

be activated to form microcracks before the fiber

bridging capacity at the ‘‘weakest’’ section is

exhausted, resulting in a larger composite tensile

strain capacity. Fiber uniformity as quantified by the

fiber dispersion coefficient was found to have a strong

effect on ECC tensile strain capacity. A lower fiber

dispersion coefficient not only reduces ECC tensile

strain capacity and ultimate tensile strength, but also

increases the variability in both properties. A very low

value for the fiber dispersion coefficient can switch

ECC from a strain-hardening material to a tension-

softening material.

Figure 12b also shows that the fiber dispersion

coefficient increases with Marsh cone flow time in

ECC mortar. This increasing trend reaches a plateau

after the Marsh cone flow time reaches 24 s. At the

Marsh cone flow time of 39 s, a reduction in the first

cracking strength and ultimate tensile strength was

found despite a high value for the fiber dispersion

coefficient (also see Fig. 9). This means that there

exists an ‘‘optimal’’ range of Marsh cone flow time

between 24 and 33 s for desired good fiber distribu-

tion, but without the attendant larger air voids at still

higher flow time (or higher viscosity) as discussed

earlier. This Marsh cone flow time versus fiber

dispersion coefficient relation can be used as a

guideline for rheology control during ECC processing

to achieve close-to-uniform fiber dispersion.

It should be noted that mortar from different

versions of ECC can have different original plastic

viscosities (before viscosity control) at fresh state due

to variation in ingredients and composition. While an

optimal VMA dosage of 0.02–0.03 % is suggested in

this study for a particular mix, it may not apply to other

ECC mixes. In fact, it is the optimal range of viscosity

(a)

(b)

Fig. 10 a Tensile strain capacity versus VMA/cement ratio,

b tensile strength versus VMA/cement ratio (vertical bars
indicate standard error of data)

12.7 mm

76.2 mm

Fig. 11 Fluorescence image of a sample specimen
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(quantified by Marsh cone flow time) that governs

fiber dispersion, which should not depend on the

difference in mixes as long as fiber type, content and

dimensions are fixed. For most of the ECC mixtures,

PVA fibers with the same dimensions at 2 vol% are

used, meaning that the optimal range of viscosity

identified in this study can be generally applied. In this

sense, addition of various dosages of VMA, together

with other potential viscosity control methods (e.g.

modifying ingredient particle size distribution, adjust-

ing water/cement ratio, using super plasticizer), are

only tools to achieve the objective of controlling

viscosity within the identified optimal range.

Figure 12c shows the effect of ECC mortar Marsh

cone flow rate on tensile strain capacity. Due to the

strong positive correlation between tensile strain

capacity and the fiber dispersion coefficient, the effect

of Marsh cone flow time on tensile strain capacity is

similar to its effect on the fiber dispersion coefficient.

Tensile strain capacity increases with Marsh cone flow

time, and reaches a plateau at 24 s. This trend indicates

that by controlling ECC mortar plastic viscosity so that

its Marsh cone flow time falls into the range between

24 and 33 s before adding fibers, the hardened ECC

material can achieve maximum tensile strain capacity

as originally designed, based on micromechanics tools

which assume fiber dispersion uniformity.

In summary, ECC mortar plastic viscosity is

established experimentally as a fundamental rheolog-

ical parameter that affects dispersion of PVA fibers in

ECC mixes and ECC composite behavior. An ECC

mortar with low plastic viscosity and Marsh cone flow

time tends to have poorly distributed fibers, due to the

lower shear force generated during mixing. Increasing

plastic viscosity of ECC mortar improves fiber

dispersion, because a higher shear force becomes

available to distribute the PVA fibers. However, the

improvement reaches a plateau once the higher plastic

viscosity leads to larger size and amount of entrapped

air pores, resulting in a lower net cross section area as

well as lower fiber content at the ‘‘weakest’’ cross

section. Therefore, an optimal range of plastic viscos-

ity (i.e. optimal Marsh cone flow time) exists, which

can be used to guide ECC rheology control during

processing before fibers are added.

6 Rheology control concept and case study

Once the correlations between ECC mortar Marsh

cone flow rate, fiber dispersion, and ECC tensile strain

capacity were established, Fig. 12b became available

as a guideline to control the plastic viscosity of general

ECC mortar before adding fibers so that maximized

fiber dispersion and tensile strain capacity can be

achieved. Plastic viscosity is indirectly quantified as

the Marsh cone flow time (in seconds) in this figure,

and the fiber dispersion coefficient is strongly corre-

lated with tensile strain capacity. While the rheology

control methodology was demonstrated using an ECC

of the composition given in Table 2 (ECC_x), the

methodology itself is general and can be applied to

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 12 Correlations between a tensile strain capacity and fiber

dispersion coefficient, b fiber dispersion coefficient and Marsh

cone flow time, and c tensile strain capacity and Marsh cone

flow time
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other ECC compositions. This concept is illustrated

with a case study of a newly developed pigmentable

white colored ECC [52] for architectural applications,

as described below.

WHITE ECC has the mix proportions shown in

Table 2 (WHITE ECC_y). This material was devel-

oped based on ECC strain-hardening theory, but is

different from the ECC used to establish the rheology

control methodology in terms of mix proportion and

cement type. WHITE ECC contains Type I white

cement instead of Type I ordinary Portland cement.

Also, fly ash was deliberately removed in its mix

design to avoid the darker grayish color. No VMA was

used in this initial mix design. Using white cement and

eliminating fly ash both result in a lower plastic

viscosity of the mortar of WHITE ECC, making it

challenging to achieve robust composite properties

due to the observed tendency of fiber clumping during

mixing. As shown in Fig. 13a, tests on three speci-

mens of WHITE ECC without rheology control

showed large variation in tensile properties, with

tensile strain capacity ranging from 1.1 to 2.7 %.

To conduct rheology control on WHITE ECC, the

Marsh cone flow rate test was performed on WHITE

ECC mortar. Without any VMA, the Marsh cone flow

rate for this mix was experimentally determined to be

12 s, corresponding to a fiber dispersion coefficient

around 0.53 based on Fig. 12b. This indicates that the

fiber dispersion in this material was relatively poor. By

adding VMA at a dosage of 0.05 % cement content, the

Marsh cone flow rate of WHITE ECC mortar was

increased to 28 s, corresponding to a fiber dispersion

coefficient of around 0.8 (Fig. 12b). As shown in

Fig. 13b, this method greatly improved the average

tensile strain capacity of WHITE-ECC from 2 to 3 %,

and reduced the variation in tensile properties. Adding

more VMA, at a dosage of 0.1 % of cement content,

brought the Marsh cone flow rate up to 38 s, which was

close to the upper bound of the optimal range of Marsh

cone flow time. Tensile test results (Fig. 13c) again

showed greatly improved average tensile strain capacity

as well as reduced variation. However, the first cracking

strength and ultimate tensile strength were slightly

reduced due to the higher value of plastic viscosity and

likely entrapment of air. For this WHITE ECC mix,

therefore, the addition of VMA at 0.05 % of cement

content leads to a plastic viscosity that falls within

the optimal range of Marsh cone flow time. This

VMA amount is more than twice the optimal amount

recommended for the ECC mix discussed earlier
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Fig. 13 Effect of rheology

control on tensile stress–

strain relation of WHITE-

ECC: a before rheology

control, b after adding VMA

at 0.05 % of cement content

so that March Cone flow

time was increased from 12

to 28 s, c after adding VMA

at 0.1 % of cement content

so that March Cone flow

time was further increased

to 38 s
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(Table 2, ECC_0), due to the substantially lower starting

plastic viscosity of the WHITE-ECC mortar mix.

This case study verified the effectiveness of the

rheology control methodology. This methodology can

be used for rheology control of any fresh ECC mortar

before adding fibers in order to achieve maximum

fiber dispersion uniformity and composite tensile

strain capacity. The above findings reiterate the fact

that the optimal amount of VMA varies for different

ECC mix compositions. However, the optimal plastic

viscosity (or Marsh cone flow rate) is a universal

parameter as long as the same fiber type, content and

dimensions are employed in preparing the ECCs.

7 Conclusions

Within this work, a simple and practical quality

control method for enhancing ECC fiber dispersion

uniformity and tensile property consistency was

developed. This study systematically established the

strong correlation between the ECC mortar plastic

viscosity, fiber dispersion and composite tensile

properties. This is the first time that fiber dispersion

has been directly and quantitatively correlated with

deliberate viscosity control for optimal composite

tensile capacity performance.

An optimal range of plastic viscosity was revealed in

this study, which can be used to guide ECC rheology

control during processing before fibers are added. The

simple Marsh cone flow test can serve as a reliable

indirect method for onsite or laboratory viscosity

measurement of ECC mortar. It should be noted that

the optimal Marsh cone flow time between 24 and 33 s

identified in this study only applies to ECCs containing

2 vol% of PVA fibers with characteristics specified in

Table 1, and to the mixing procedure and the mixer type

(i.e. force-based mixer) specified in this study. For

example, when a gravity-based truck mixer is involved,

a higher range of optimal plastic viscosity or Marsh cone

flow time is expected to generate enough shear force to

uniformly disperse the PVA fibers. Such optimal ranges

of plastic viscosity for gravity-based truck mixing and

other types of mixing need to be established in future

studies. Nonetheless, the strong correlation between

plastic viscosity, PVA fiber dispersion and ECC com-

posite behavior should always exist.

This study demonstrated that for ECC to achieve

robust tensile strain-hardening behavior with designed

tensile ductility, micromechanical material design

should be combined with controlled material rheology

during processing.
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